Abstract – Previously it was very hectic and tedious job to enter & maintain attendance of student manually. After the entry of application software it somewhat became efficient to manage attendance on computer system. Now a day with the use of android phone every work can be optimized and modified. Our aim is to optimize the work of faculty member through our application. So we are developing online attendance management application. This is installed in android mobile phone and we provide user id and password for the security purpose. Online attendance management app provides many benefits to colleges and organizations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“Online Attendance Management Application” is developed for each day student attendance in schools, colleges and institutes for maintaining the attendance of the student. If facilitates to access the attendance information of a particular student in a particular class. Here the staffs, who are handling the subjects, will be responsible to mark the attendance of the students. Only Faculty has to maintain proper record for the attendance.

Each staff will be given with a separate username and password based on the subject they handle. An accurate report based on the student attendance is generated here. This application will also help in evaluating attendance eligibility criteria of a student. All data is exhaustively reviewed and validated on the server before actual record modification occurs. All data is stored securely on SQL servers managed by the college Administrator. This system provides a simple interface for the maintenance of student information.

The manual attendance record system is not efficient and requires more time to arrange record and to calculate the average out attendance of each student. Hence there is a requirement of a system that will solve the problem of student record arrangement and student average attendance calculation. The proposed application should store the absent and present student's attendance details in electronic format so that management of attendance becomes easy.

This application is developed for daily student attendance in institutes. It can also be useful in an organization or company at a certain limit not the whole application.

In the following sections, we will proceed by having overview on Online Attendance Management Application and their classifying areas in Section 2. Section 3 explain the modules details, Section 4 explains the Concepts of system architecture and workflow, Section 5 gives the characteristics of proposed system. Section 6 mentions the application of proposed system, Section 7 gives the advantages of proposed system and finally we sum up with conclusion in Section 8.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In[7] The purpose of developing attendance management system is to computerized the tradition way of taking attendance. Another purpose for developing this software is to generate the report automatically at the end of the session or in the between of the session.

In[2] The design and implementation of the system is to provide service in institute and colleges. The system is to provide comprehensive student information system and user interface is to replace the current paper records. College Staff uploads attendance, results and college notifications through a secure, online interface using android devices. All data is thoroughly reviewed and validated on the server before actual record alteration.
occurs. The system plans for student user interface, allowing students to access tips and tricks as provided by their seniors. All data is stored securely on SQL servers managed by the college Administrator.

In [4] The rapid progress in mobile technology has created a new area which is known as mobile learning. Mobile learning is the next generation of e-learning that leads to an attractive way of knowledge delivery especially used in teaching and learning process. With development of this Android application the student preferred to use mobile devices as technology supported educational tool. This system is designed because note-taking in the class is difficult considering semester duration, student might miss the exam and important notice displayed due to unawareness, chances of false marking of attendance is more due to more paper work done manual attendance entry, evaluation and report generation is tedious and time consuming job.

In [5] In this paper basic problem of student attendance management is defined which is traditionally taken manually by faculty. One alternative to make student attendance system automatic is provided by Computer Vision. In this paper we review the various computerized system which is being developed by using different techniques. Based on this review a new approach for student attendance recording and management is proposed to be used for various colleges or academic institutes.

In [1] This mobile application will require connecting to the internet through Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) technology or through GPRS (General Packet Radio Service). Lecturers will first have to sign up for this and then they can take attendance any time they wish with the help of a smartphone to the server. After attendance has been taken lecturer will send it over to server via GPRS. The lecturers can also enroll new students, delete information about a particular student, modify some information etc.

3. MODULE DETAILS
i. Login form:
This form is made for security purpose. So Authenticated User only Access in to this application. There are two type of persons can enter in the project Administrator and User.

ii. Add information form:
This form we provide for student registration only and gives option to fill name of the student and password.

iii. Staff Module:
This module is designed for staff, which use mobile phone to take attendance, upload attendance result. The entered admin details are encrypted and sent to server for verification. Only after successful authentication the operations are performed.

iv. Attendance Module:
The purpose of Attendance Entry Module is to enter the attendance using android cell phone. In this module Lecturer takes the attendance using the android cell phone. Lecturers select the branch, semester and year. After this session he enters in to attendance page. Here staff makes a mark on the absentees. Lecturer are only allowed to take attendance during their lecture time.
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND WORKFLOW

i. Admin Registration
The first step in this application is to get the teaching faculty to register. The respective person will then provide his or her phone’s e-mail id and password for registration. An OTP would be then sent via e-mail address on the phone by the admin.

ii. Admin Login
After registering the admin is allowed to log in. He or she can now view admin homepage where there are options to take attendance, upload results.
iii. Take Attendance
Here, system will validate admin to check whether admin is applicable to take attendance for any subject which he/she selected from the application after validation is success. If admin is legitimate to take attendance and apply the operation at correct lecture time, now he can take attendance.

iv. Upload Result
Admin can upload student’s attendance through application. The same authentication will be performed by system as Take attendance module.

v. Upload Final
Attendance sheet A report is generated which has the student’s name, roll no., his or her attendance. This module categorized student according to their attendance.

5. CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
擅 User Friendly: - The online attendance application is user friendly because the retrieval and storing of data is fast and data is maintained efficiently. Moreover the graphical user interface is provided in the proposed application, which provides user to deal with the system very easily.
擅 Reports are easily generated: - Reports can be easily generated in the proposed application so user can generate the report as per the requirement (monthly) as well as in the middle of the session. User can give the notice to the students so he/she become regular.
擅 Reduce paper work: - All the data is fetch into the computer immediately and reports can be generated through computers. Moreover work becomes very easy because there is no need to keep data on papers.

6. APPLICATION:
擅 It used in schools and colleges
擅 It used in organizations.

7. ADVANTAGES:
擅 It is relatively fast approach to enter attendance.
擅 It is highly reliable.
擅 It has appropriate result.
擅 Best user Interface can be experienced.

8. CONCLUSION
The “Online Attendance Management App” gives reduced paper work and saves time to generate accurate results from student’s attendance. It provides security by using individual login id and password. This application is very useful for schools and colleges.
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